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Records can be a top-level construct or enclosed inside a class.

Does it ma�er?

[Java 17, which is a long-term support release, is a signi�cant step forward from Java 11. Although Java 17

became generally available in September 2021, the matching version of the certi�cation exam has not

been released as of this quiz’s publication date. The exam is in the later stages of development, and we’re

excited to begin presenting questions based on the objectives for the new exam. —Ed.]

Given the following class Item
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Which of the following are correct? Choose two.

A.

The answer is A.

B.

The answer is B.

C.

public class Item { 
    record Price(int min, int max) {} 
    class Description { Description(String d) {}} 
}

Copy code snippet

Item.Price p = new Item().new Price(0, 100);

Copy code snippet

Item.Price p = new Item().Price(0, 100);

Copy code snippet

Item.Price p = new Item.Price(0, 100);

Copy code snippet



The answer is C.

D.

The answer is D.

E.

The answer is E.

F.

The answer is F.

Answer. This question explores some characteristics of nested types, including the record types that were

added in Java 16.

Item.Description d = new Item().new Description("ABC");

Copy code snippet

Item.Description d = new Item().Description("ABC");

Copy code snippet

Item.Description d = new Item.Description("ABC");

Copy code snippet



Like other types, records can be a top-level construct or can be enclosed inside a class (such as in this

question) or even inside another record. However, when a record is enclosed in a class, it always becomes

implicitly static, so this code

has the same meaning as the following code

Look at the instantiation of the Price record. A static nested type is independent of any enclosing

instance. Outside of the scope of the enclosing type, the name of the nested type consists of the name of

the enclosing type, a period, and then the short name of the nested type. Thus, in this case, you have the

record with the fuller name Item.Price.

Because the record is static, it is independent of any particular instance of Item, and it is simply

instantiated with the code shown in option C, which is therefore the correct answer.

The syntax of option A would be appropriate to an instance inner type, but is incorrect for a record
which, as mentioned above, is implicitly static.

The syntax shown in option B would be valid only if there were a method called Price that exists in the

context of the Item. It’s not a valid way to invoke a constructor, and so option B is incorrect.

The syntax of option E can be rejected for the same reason. Of course, a method with a capitalized �rst

le�er would break Java’s strong coding conventions but isn’t a violation of syntax rules.

Option D correctly demonstrates the syntax to instantiate an instance inner class. Instance elements

(whether �elds, methods, or types) belong to an instance of the class in which they’re created. This means

that to make an instance of Description, you must do so in the context of an instance of Item. In the

options given, the only code that does this correctly is option D. Notice the two new invocations; the �rst

creates an instance of the outer class Item, and then the second creates the Description instance that

is tightly coupled to the just-created Item instance. Therefore, option D is also correct.

class Item { 
    record Price(int min, int max) {} 
    ...

Copy code snippet

class Item { 
    static record Price(int min, int max) {} 
    ...

Copy code snippet
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Option F follows the same format as option C and would be correct if you declared the Description
class as static. However, Description is not static, so this form would fail. Thus, option F is incorrect.

Conclusion. The correct answers are options C and D.
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